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ABSTRACT 
Let E be a Banach lattice and Eo an ideal of E. Let f be a positive norm-bounded order con- 
tinuous functional on Es. Then f has a norm preserving positive order continuous extension to E. 
Moreover, there exists a minimum extension among all such extensions. This result enables us to 
obtain an isometric lattice homomorphism from (&)i into E,‘. As an application, we prove that if F 
is a Banach lattice and if Eo is the ideal generated by F in E (= F **), then (Eo): can be identified with 
F’ in the canonical sense. Certain extension properties of order continuous functionals thus follow. 
Banach lattices with strictly monotone norm are also investigated. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Extension theorems play a fundamental role in modern analysis as the cele- 
brated Hahn-Banach theorem indicates. In the theory of Banach lattices and 
positive operators, extension problems have been studied quite extensively in the 
last two decades, and various extension theorems have been obtained. See, for 
example, [l], [3], [4], [SJ, [7] and [8]. It is of the authors’ opinion that the extension 
properties of order continuous operators, especially those of order continuous 
functionals have not been fully explored yet. Some results of this aspect have 
been obtained by the first author in [15] and [16]. The main purpose of the present 
paper is to investigate certain extension properties of order continuous func- 
tionals on Banach lattices and some of their consequences. In Section 1, we prove 
some extension theorems for order continuous functionals; in particular, we 
prove that any positive norm-bounded order continuous linear functional on an 
ideal of a Banach lattice has a norm preserving order continuous extension. 
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Moreover, there is a minimum extension among all such extensions, This fact 
enables us in Section 2 to obtain an important mapping that maps a positive 
order continuous functional to its minimum extension. In Section 3, we consider 
a special, but important case of extension problems and obtain some extension 
properties of order continuous functionals on Banach lattices, among which is a 
new sufficient condition for a Banach lattice to be reflexive. Some relations be- 
tween those Banach lattices with strictly monotone norm and those with order 
continuous norm are also studied. Finally, it is shown that our new results can be 
used to construct simple proofs for certain well-known results. 
For the theory of Riesz spaces and order bounded operators as well as the 
theory of Banach lattices and positive operators, we refer to [l], [lo], [14] and [17]. 
Our notions are standard; in particular, if E is a normed Riesz space, then we 
denote by E* and E,* the Banach dual of E (i.e., the Banach lattice of all con- 
tinuous (=norm-bounded) linear functionals on E) and the set of all norm- 
bounded order continuous functionals on E respectively. It is well-known that 
E,’ is a band in E*. This property of E,* will be frequently used later. 
1, EXTENSION THEOREMS 
Let E be a Banach lattice and let Eo be an ideal of E, which is not necessarily 
closed. We shall consider the extension problems of order continuous linear 
functionals on Eo. It is well-known that any positive linear functional on a closed 
sublattice of a Banach lattice has a norm preserving positive extension (see, for 
example, [5], p. 90). So the first statement of the following theorem is an im- 
mediate consequence of this result. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that E is a Banach lattice and Eo is an ideal of E. Then any 
norm-bounded positive linear functional f on Eo has a norm preserving positive 
extension on E. In addition, iff is order continuous, then the extension can be 
chosen to be order continuous. 
Proof. We follow the approach in [l], p.25. Let f be as above. For any 
0 I x E E, we define 
J‘(x) = sup{f (z): 0 2 z 5 x, z E Eo}. 
This is well defined. The supremum exists since 1 f (z)I < llfll . ((z(( <_ llfll I(x((. 
It is easy to see that7 is positively homogeneous on E. By Riesz decomposi- 
tion property of E and the fact that Eo is an ideal, we can conclude that f is 
positively additive on E. By a well-known theorem of L.V. Kantorovii- (see [l]), f 
can be extended to a positive linear functional on E. Further, we have 
llfll = 1) f II. Notice that? is indeed an extension off: 
Finally, we show that the order continuity off implies the order continuity of 
f. Let x, 10 in E. We may assume that there is u E E such that u 2 xa for all cy. 
By the definition off, for any E > 0, there exists 0 5 zo E EO such that 
0 I f(u) -f (zo) < E. 
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Since Eo is an ideal, we have X, A zo J, 0 in Eo. By the order continuity off, there 
exists an CYO such that 
f(xn AZO) < E for all cy 2 ~10. 
Thus we have the following: for all 01 > CYO 
0 L f (x0) -f (xn A zo) =f (0 v (x, - zo)) 
5 f(u - zo) =J‘(u) -f (zo) < E. 
Therefore, we have 
0 L f(XJ < 2E 
for all a: > ~0. This shows that f is order continuous on E. q 
Remark 1. As can be seen from the proof, the above extension? is the smallest 
extension off. Theorem 1.1 is also valid for operators. This will be studied else- 
where. 
Corollary 1.2. Suppose that E is a Banach lattice and Eo is an ideal of E. Then 
any norm-bounded order continuous functional on EO has a norm preserving order 
continuous extension on E. 
Proof. Let f be a norm-bounded order continuous functional on Eo. Then f can 
be written as f = f+ -f_, where f+ and f_ are bounded, positive and order con- 
tinuous such that f+ A f_ = 0. By the above theorem, both f+ and _f_ have norm 
preserving minimum order continuous extensions, say fi and fz respectively. 
Since the extensions are minimum, we have fi A f2 = 0. Notice that f, + f2 is 
the minimum extension off+ + f_ (see the paragraph before Theorem 2.4). 
So ]]SI +f2\1 = 11 f+ +f_ 11. Define g = fl - f2. Then g is an order continuous 
extension of f, and llgll = II Id II = llfl +fdl = Ilf+ +f-II = II If I II = Ilf II. So 
Ml = Ilfll. 0 
Next we show that the existence of nonzero ideals with order continuous norm 
guarantees the existence of nonzero order continuous functions. Recall that a 
normed Riesz space F is said to have order continuous norm if x, 1 0 in F im- 
plies ]]xa]] ---f 0. So any norm-bounded functional on F is order continuous. 
Corollary 1.3. Let E be a Banach lattice. If E has a nonzero ideal with order 
continuous norm, then E,* is nontrivial. 
Proof. Any continuous functional on a normed Riesz space with order con- 
tinuous norm is order continuous, so the result follows from Theorem 1.1. q 
The following result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the exis- 
tence of nonzero ideals with order continuous norm. We refer to [13] and [14] for 
related theorems and terminologies. 
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Theorem 1.4. Suppose that E is a Banach lattice. Then for an ideal J of E, the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) J has order continuous norm. 
(b) For any x E J+, [-x,x] is a(E, E”)-compact. 
(c) J is an ideal in E**. 
Proof. By [14], Theorem 5.10 and its remark that follows, we see that J has order 
continuous norm if and only if each (symmetric) order interval is a(J, J*)-com- 
pact. So we obtain the following: 
(a) + (b) is clear, since a(E, E’) induces a(J, J*) on J. 
(b) j(c): [-xl x&e is the bipolar, hence the a(E**, E*)-closure of [-x, x]~. So 
L-x, &** = 1-x, XIE, and J is an ideal of E”. 
(c) *(a): [-x, x]~ = [-x, x]~_ is a(E, E*)-compact for each x E J+, hence 
g( J, J*)-compact. 0 
Theorem 1.5. In every Banach lattice, the unique maximal ideal with order con- 
tinuous norm is the union of all weakly compact symmetric order intervals. More- 
over, this ideal is closed. 
Proof. Let Eo be the union of all weakly compact symmetric order intervals in 
E. By the Riesz decomposition property of E (see [14], p. 53) and by the fact that 
the sum of two weakly compact symmetric order intervals is also weakly com- 
pact, we see that Eo is an ideal of E. It follows from the above theorem that Eo 
has order continuous norm. It is well-known that the closure of an ideal is still an 
ideal, and it is also easy to show that the closure of Eo has order continuous 
norm. (In fact, in the second part of the proof of Theorem 1.1, one replaces the 
functionals with appropriate norms.) Thus Eo is closed. q 
Remark 2. It is well-known that a maximal ideal of a Banach lattice is closed. 
We refer to [14] for a proof and related information. 
Example 1.6. Let E = L”[O, 11. It is easy to show that the only order con- 
tinuous ideal of E is (0). So, by Theorem 1.4, E has no nonzero weakly compact 
symmetric order interval. 
2. NORM PRESERVING EXTENSIONS 
As before E is any Banach lattice and Eo is an ideal on E. Let fo E E,* and 
fo > 0. Define 
Gi) = {f E E*: f 2 0, f ]E,, =fo, Ilf II = Ilfoll) 
and define 
En(h) = 4fO) ” E,“. 
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Some special properties of E(~o) and E,(~o) are given in the following proposi- 
tion. 
Proposition 2.1. 
(i) E(~o) is a convex o(E*, E)-compact subset of ET. 
(ii) ZffO E (E0);, then am is non-void and a face of E(f0), i.e., zff E En(fO) 
andiff = Xfl + (1 - X)f; withf; E E(f0) and0 < X < 1, thenfl, f2 E E,(f0). 
(iii) Zf E is Dedekind a-complete, then E,( f0) is o(E*, E)-sequentially closed in 
I (or in E*). 
(iv) Zf E0 separates the points of E,*, then E,,(f0) is u singleton J‘ and f E 
extr(E(f0)). 
Proof. The proofs of(i), (ii) and (’ ) iv are straightforward. The proof of (iii) can be 
found in [15], Theorem B. q 
Theorem 2.2. E(f0) is closed under A, that is, if fi, f2 E E(f0), then fi A f2 E 
E(f0). Moreover, f := inf E(f0) exists. This means that E(f0) contains a smallest 
element. In addition, if f0 is order continuous, j is also order continuous, i.e. 
? E 4fo). 
Proof. Let fi, f2 E E(f0). Since E0 is an ideal, fi A f2 is also an extension of 
f0 and llfl A All = llfoll. S o E 0 1s a downwards directed subset, and it fol- (f ) 
lows from (i) of the above proposition that it has a limit and the limit is in I. 
In fact, f is given in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Since E,( f0) is non-void, we must 
havej E En(fO). q 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. But first 
recall that a Banach lattice E (or more generally a normed Riesz space) is said to 
have strictly monotone norm if 0 < x < y in E implies that [Ix/] < I] y]]. 
Corollary 2.3. 
(i) f E extr(c(fo)); hence, if f0 is order continuous, then En(fO) n 
eWE(f0)) # 0. 
(ii) Zf E” has strictly monotone norm, e.g. zfE is an AM-space, there existspre- 
cisely one norm preserving positive extension, and iff0 is order continuous, this 
extension is also order continuous. 
Let C$ : E0 + E be the embedding, and let c$* be the adjoint of 4. Since 4* maps 
each element of E * to its restriction on E0, we have the following: 
(i) 4’ : E * + E,* is onto (well-known); 
(ii) 4* : E,’ + (E0): is also onto by Theorem 1.1. 
The fact that &( f0) contains a smallest element enables us to define a map from 
E,’ to E*. This goes as follows. 
We define a map $J : (E,*)+ + (E*)+ by $(f) = fm, the minimum extension of 
f by Theorem 2.2. Then I/J is clearly positively homogeneous. Let 0 I fi, A E E,‘. 
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Then& +f&, is an extension offi +f2. Suppose that g is the minimum exten- 
sion offi ff2. Then g i fiM +hrn. By Riesz decomposition property, we can 
write g = f& A g + h2, where 0 5 h2 5 fim. Now notice that fiM A g is an exten- 
sion offt, since Eo is an ideal. Thus filn A g = fim, and so g = fim + h2. From this 
we see that h2 is an extension off2. Therefore, h2 > f2m and g = filn + f2m. SO 1c, is 
positively additive. So 1c, can be uniquely extended to a positive operator from E; 
to E*. Furthermore, if fl A f2 = 0, then fim A flm = 0. To see this, notice that 
flM -fir,, A fzrn is an extension offl. So fiM -fir,, A f2m = fim and f,,,, A f2m = 0 . 
This shows that $ is a lattice homomorphism. 
Theorem 2.4. $ is an isometric lattice homomorphism from E,’ into E* such that 
(i) 4’ o $ = the identity map on E,*. 
(ii) $ o #I* is a bandprojection on E*, whose range is the band $(E,*). 
(iii) Let F be the orthogonal complement of the above band. Then F is simply the 
set of all extensions of the zero functional on Eo. 
(iv) $ maps (Eo): onto a band of E,*. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.2, $J is an isometry. (i) is clear. To prove (ii), notice that for 
any 0 5 f E E*, 4*(f) 1~~ = f 1~~. Since $(4* (f )) is the minimum extension of 
4*(f), it holds that 0 5 $ o 4*(f) 2 f. So 0 5 ?i, o c$* 5 Z, the identity map on 
E’. Moreover, ($ o 4*)2 = 1c, o 4* by (i). Thus, ?I, o $* is a band projection. The 
range of $ o +* is exactly $(E,*). (iii) is straightforward. (iv) follows from (ii) and 
Theorem 2.2. q 
From now on we will use $ to denote the minimum extension associated with 
an ideal EO of E. 
Corollary 2.5. Let E and EO be as above. Then the following hold 
(a) ZfB is the band generated by EO in E, then for any g E (Eo)~, $(g) vanishes 
on Bd, the orthogonal complement of B in E, and the mapping ?I, induces an 
isometric lattice isomorphism $0 from (Eo): onto B,* by @o(g) = +(g)lB for all 
g E (Eo);. 
(b) Suppose that E is Dedekind complete and E,* separates the points of E. IfB is 
a band of E, then I+!I : B,* + E,* is onto tfand only tfB = E. 
Proof. (a): Let 0 < g E (Eo)~. Then $(g) is given in the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. From there, we immediately see that $(g) vanishes on (Eo)~ and 
thus on Bd. Now the first statement follows easily. The second statement follows 
from the fact that the restriction of any f E B,* to EO has a unique order con- 
tinuous extension to B, since EO is order dense in B. 
(b): One direction is trivial. Suppose that $J is onto and that B # E. Then Bd, 
the orthogonal complement of B in E, is nonzero. Since E,* separates the points 
of E, there is f E E,* such that f IBd # 0. Let P be the band projection onto the 
band Bd. Then f o P is a nonzero element in E,*, whose restriction to B is zero. 
Hence, this element is not in the image of $. This is a contradiction. q 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY OF BANACH LATTICES 
Throughout this section F will be an arbitrary Banach lattice, and we identify 
F as a closed sublattice of F”. Define E = I;*’ and Eo = the ideal generated by F 
in E. Then 
F C E. C E. 
There are some other ideals in between, for example, the band generated by F. It 
is important to notice that there are plenty of normed-bounded order continuous 
functionals on Eo, namely those induced by elements in F*. We will study the 
extension properties of order continuous functionals on Eo. The motivation 
comes from the fact that the ideal EO plays an important role in the theory of 
Banach lattices. For example, Eo = F if and only if F has an order continuous 
norm; and F is a band in E if and only if F is a KB-space. A KB-space is a 
Banach lattice with the property that every norm bounded increasing sequence is 
a convergent one; and F = E if and only if F is reflexive. The main result of this 
section is that the map $ introduced in the previous section provides an isometric 
lattice isomorphism from (Eo)~ onto F’. From this isomorphism, various prop- 
erties of F can be deduced. 
Recall that a normed Riesz space X is called perfect if (Xz): = X in the 
canonical sense. It is well-known that any dual Banach lattice is perfect. So 
(F*)ii = F* for any Banach lattice F. For a proof of this result as well as related 
theorems, we refer to [17]. For properties of Banach lattices with order con- 
tinuous norm as well as properties of KB-spaces, we refer to [14] and [17]. 
Theorem 3.1. rfwe identifV F’ with (F’),, ** in the canonical sense, then the map 
/I : (Eo)~ -+ F” defined by 
P(g) = +(g) IcF*j; E (F*):; = F* 
for any g E (Eo)~ is an isometric lattice isomorphism from (Eo): onto F’, where $ 
is the minimum extension mapping. Further, the map p satisjies 
p(g)(x) = g(x) for all g E (Eo)~ and all x E F. 
Proof. Let El = (F*)i. It is well-known that El is a band of E containing Eo. We 
notice that q(g) IE, E (El): = F*, and by Corollary 2.5(a), $(g) vanishes on (Eo)~ 
‘and hence on Ef, the orthogonal complement of El in E. Now we can define the 
map /3 in the theorem. It is easy to see that p(g) = 0 implies $(g) vanishes on El. 
Hence, +(g) = 0, and so g = 0, since $(g) is an extension of g. This shows that p 
is one-one. 
Define a map (Y : F* + (Eo)~ by o(f) =fl~~ for allf E F*, wherefI,s,, (x) = 
x(f) for all x E Eo. It is easy to see that o is norm preserving, and hence is one- 
one. We now show that p o 01 is the identity map on F’. For any x E F and any 
f E F’, we have 
P(a(f))(x) = P(f IEO)(X) = ti(f IE”)IEI (x) 
= 1L(f IEO)(X) =f I&l(x) =f (x). 
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Therefore, @(o(f)) = f and /3 o Q is the identity map on F *. So p is onto. Finally, 
/3 is an isometric lattice isomorphism, since 1c, is so. q 
When F is Dedekind complete, the following is a consequence of a theorem of 
H.Nakano (see [2]). Without the completeness assumption, it is also valid. In 
fact, it is a special case of Proposition 1.4.15 of [ll]. Here we offer a different 
proof using the minimum extension mapping. 
Proposition 3.2. For any Banach lattice F, the band generated by F in E is 
exactly (F*)z. In other words, the order continuous dual of the dual of a Banach 
lattice is exactly the band it generates in its double dual. 
Proof. Let B be the band generated by F in E. Then B is a band in (F’):. The 
minimum extension map 
T,!J : B; + (Fe);,: = F* 
is onto, since $(f 1~) = f for allf E F*, where f 1~ (x) = x(f) for any x E Band 
x(f) =f(-) h Y w en x E F. Notice that (F*)i is Dedekind complete and has a sep- 
arating order continuous dual. So, by Corollary 2.5(b), we have B = (F*)i. q 
Example 3.3. If F is a KB-space (see the beginning of this section for defini- 
tion), in particular, if F is an AL-space, then it is well-known that F is a band in 
F**, and so (F’): = F by the above. 
Corollary 3.4. For any Banach lattice F, the following are equivalent: 
(a) F’ is a KB-space. 
(b) F’ has order continuous norm. 
(c) Eo is order dense in E. 
Proof. (a) % (b) is well-known, since F’ is a dual Banach lattice (see [14] or 
[171). 
(b) + (c): If F* has order continuous norm, then (F’): = F” = E. By Prop- 
osition 3.2, Eo is order dense in E. 
(c) =+ (b): By Proposition 3.2, E = (F*)z. This means (F*)* = (F*)z. So F* 
has order continuous norm (see, for example, [17]). q 
Theorem 3.5. For any Banach lattice F, the following are equivalent: 
(a) Each f E F*, considered as an element in (EcJ)~ in the canonical sense, has a 
unique order continuous extension f to E, which is its canonical extension (i.e. 
f(x) = x(f) for all x E E). 
(b) Each g E (Eo); has a unique order continuous extension to E. 
(c) F’ has order continuous norm. 
Proof. (a) + (b): It is enough to show that EO is order dense in E. Suppose that 
this is not true. Now let B be the band generated by F in E, where E = F**. 
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Then B # E. Since F* separates the points of E, we can find a nonzero 
0 5 f E F* such that f lBd # 0, where B d is the disjoint complement of B in E. 
Let Q be the band projection associated with B. Then f, considered as an element 
of (&)z in the canonical sense, has two different order continuous extensions to 
E, namely #t = f o Q and 42 = 7, where f(x) = x(f) for all x E E. This is a 
contradiction to (a). 
(b) + (c) follows from Corollary 2.5 and Corollary 3.4. In fact, the condition 
(b) implies that the mapping $J from (EC,); into E,* is onto, since each 0 5 g E E,’ 
is an extension, and thus the minimum extension of glE, E (Eo)~ by (b). So, by 
Corollary 2.5(b), the band generated by Eo is E, i.e., Eo is order dense in E. Now, 
it follows from Corollary 3.4 that F* has order continuous norm. 
(c) 3 (a) is straightforward by Corollary 3.4(b) and (c). q 
Next we build up a relation between those Banach lattices with order con- 
tinuous norm and those with strictly monotone norm. Banach lattices (or more 
generally normed Riesz spaces) with strictly monotone norm have been studied 
in [6], [9] and later in [12]. It is proved in [12], Theorem 5 that if a Banach lattice F 
has order continuous norm, then F admits an equivalent strictly monotone 
norm. The converse of this theorem is not true. In fact, we can choose F = I, 
and equip F with the following norm: for any (x,) E F, define 
P(h)) = IIcGz)ll + 5 !3d x 
n=l 2” 
where II . IL is the sup-norm on F. It is easy to see that this new norm is 
equivalent to the sup-norm and strictly monotone. But F does not have order 
continuous norm. Notice that the order continuity of the norm of a Banach lat- 
tice is independent of the choice of equivalent lattice norms. However, the strict 
monotonicity of the norm does depend on the choice of the equivalent lattice 
norms, as the above example shows (the original norm on F is not strictly 
monotone). 
Theorem 3.6. For a Banach lattice F, ifF*** has strictly monotone lattice norm, 
then F* has order continuous norm. 
,Proof. Let B be the band generated by F in E, where E = F**. If B = E, then F* 
has order continuous norm by Corollary 3.4. Now suppose that B # E. Since F’ 
separates the points of E, we can find a nonzero 0 5 f E F* such that f IBd # 0, 
where Bd is the disjoint complement of B in E. Define a nonzero 4 E B,* by 
4(x) = x(f) for all x E B. Then 4 has two norm preserving positive extensions to 
E, say 41 and 42, where 411s = 4, $1 Isd = 0 is the minimum extension of 4, and 
$2(x) = x(f) for all x E E. By Corollary 2.3, we must have 41 = 42, since E* has 
strictly monotone norm. This is a contradiction, since the restriction of 42 to Bd 
is not zero. 0 
In the above theorem, the triple dual cannot be replaced by the double dual. 
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For example, consider cl, the space of all convergent sequences. Then there exists 
an equivalent lattice norm on cr such that its double dual norm on I, is exactly 
the norm we gave in the paragraph before Theorem 3.6. So 1, has strictly 
monotone norm, but cl does not have order continuous norm. 
We now prove the above claim. We first define the previous new norm called p 
on 1, and then define a norm called q on Ir by 
4(x) = SUP{l(X, Y)l :P(_JJ) i 11 
for any x E 11, where ( , ) is the usual bilinear form on 11 x I,. Then it is easy to 
see that q is an equivalent (to the l-norm) norm on Zi. We now show that the dual 
normofqisp. Let U = {y E Z, : p(y) 5 l}, the unit ball of I, under the normp. 
Then the polar U” of U with respect to the duality between II and I, is the unit 
ball of 11 under the norm q. If we can prove that U is a(&,, I,)-closed, then it 
follows from the bipolar theorem (see [13], chapter IV) that U”” = U. This im- 
plies that the dual norm of q is exactly p. Since the dual norm p* of p is a lattice 
norm and since q is a restriction ofp*, we see that q is also a lattice norm. We now 
show that U is a(Z oo, &)-closed. Let (xn(O’) be a net (indexed by GE) in U that con- 
verges to some point (x,) in I, under the topology ~(l~,Zr). Then it is well- 
known that lim, xn(“) = x, for each n. Since 
N Ixn(a)l 
sup{lx(a)]: 1 I n I N} + c n 
n=l 
2” 5 P(p)) 5 1 
for all cy and all N, we conclude that 
sup{Ix,I: 1 < n < N} + 5 H < I - 
n=l 2” 
for all N. So p((x,)) 2 1 and thus U is 0(1,, II)-closed. Finally, define a norm 
called r on cl to be the restriction of p on cr. It is easy to see that r is a lattice 
norm whose dual norm is q and whose double dual norm is p. In fact, when we 
defined q, the supremum could be taken with respect to all y E cl, since cl is 
o(&, II)-dense in I,. 
Remark 1. As is well-known, the order continuity of the norm of F** implies 
that of the norm of F, but the order continuity of the norm of F does not imply 
that of the norm of F**. This is the same for strictly monotone norms. For ex- 
ample, I, equipped with the above new norm has strictly monotone norm, but 
the double dual norm on (,)** (= I;**, where Ii is equipped with the norm q) is 
not strictly monotone. Since, if it were the case, then Theorem 3.6 would imply 
that I, has order continuous norm. This is absurd. 
The results in the following corollary are well-known, and we refer to [14] and 
[17] for related information. Here we give some different proofs using the results 
we just obtained. 
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Corollary 3.7. 
(a) If F = Eo, then F has order continuous norm. 
(b) If E (= F**) has order continuous norm, so does F. 
(c) F is reflexive if and only if F is a KB-space and F * has order continuous 
norm. 
Proof. (a) If F = Eo, then F,* = (Eo):. So Fz is lattice isomorphic to F’ via the 
map p in Theorem 3.1. It is easy to see from Theorem 3.1 that ,~5’ coincides with the 
embedding from F,* into F*. Therefore, F,* = F*. So F has order continuous 
norm. 
(b) If E has order continuous norm, then so does Eo since E,J is an ideal. So 
E,* = (Eo),* . By Theorem 3.1, F* is lattice isomorphic to E,’ via the map ,8. So F 
must be equal to Eo, otherwise there would exist a 0 # g E (Eo): = E,’ such that 
g(F) = (0). By the theorem again, p(g) E F* and satisfies P(g)(x) = g(x) for 
any x E F. So p(g) = 0. This is a contradiction. 
(c) One way is trivial. Now suppose that F and F* satisfy the conditions in the 
theorem. Since F is a band in F” and since F* has order continuous norm, it 
follows from Proposition 3.2 that F = (F*)i = F**. So F is reflexive. q 
Next we give a sufficient condition for a Banach lattice to be reflexive. The con- 
dition is given in terms of strictly monotone norms. 
Theorem 3.8. Let F be a Banach lattice. If both F**’ and F**” have strictly 
monotone norm, then F is reflexive. 
Proof. We first notice that both F* and F” have order continuous norm by 
Theorem 3.6. So F’ is reflexive by the above corollary, and thus F is re- 
flexive. 0 
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